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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hello and welcome to the webinar.

I’m going to talk about some tips for preserving your personal digital memories.

First, I’d like to thank the Association for Library Collections & Technical Services for hosting this webinar as part of Preservation Week.  

This is a great opportunity to highlight the issue of personal digital archiving and to talk about some basic steps that individuals and families can take to  “pass it on.”
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This Presentation: How to Preserve Information 
Already in Digital Form
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We’re talking here today about information that is already in digital form.  Much  of this is “born digital” which means it’s created in digital form and typically has no hard copy version.  

Examples are digital photos,  email, and  content on the web.

Also included are scanned  or digitized copies of hard copy originals.

During my talk I will refer to digital materials generally as files or documents.

This presentation is geared to a general audience and aims to provide a starting point for personal digital archiving. 

The process of scanning hard copy originals is beyond the scope of the presentation. 



A Traditional Way to Keep Memories: The Shoebox
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Here is a pretty typical way that  lots of people have kept traditional kinds memories over the years: items casually packed in a shoe box.  

It actually works pretty well.  You can keep a shoebox on a shelf for a long time with no special care.  Take it down 10 years later and you can still read the letters and look at the pictures.  

You can also easily “pass it on” to your children or other family for them to use far into the future.



Reliable, Long Lasting
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That’s because hard copy personal memories are made of relatively reliable, long lasting materials.  

They can take a fair amount of abuse without losing their informational or emotional value. Look at the photo that has been torn and crudely mended with old scotch tape—you can still recognize the people in it.

Another reason why letters and photographic prints are good for the long term is that you can see them without using any special equipment.



Memories are Now Often Digital
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But, as we all know, things like letters and photo prints are being overtaken by digital  technology.  

For many people, the record of their lives is largely digital.

Here, for example, are my memories from a trip to India in 2009.  They are 100 % digital.

This embrace of the digital has huge consequences that are still playing out.



More and More Personal Data Today
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To start with, we are creating increasingly large amounts of personal  digital information.  

More digital pictures, more videos, more content on the web.

More personal memories.



…And Continuing into the Future
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And it’s pretty clear that this trend will keep going.  Kids today are themselves “born digital” and start using digital content at a young age.

Consider the implications.  A family today can easily build a big collection of digital memories that they want to hang onto.  

The kids are active in building the collection, and will want those memories to  remain at least as accessible over the years  as the contents of that old shoe box.

But digital files face many risks to their long-term survival.

The question is:  Will today’s digital files last into the future?  



Data At Risk!
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It can be hard to preserve digital memories.

Digital information faces many risks.  Here are a few.

 Storage used to record the data can go obsolete.  Remember floppy disks?

 Computers are fragile machines that can break easily.

 Digital information is especially vulnerable during disasters such as fires and floods.

 People can scatter their digital content among many devices and services, making it   hard to keep track of.

 People also make mistakes with digital files—and technology can be very unforgiving. 

 I personally tend to be a little slow in backing up my files, for example. I’m taking a risk of losing some of my recent files—and if that happens, I’ll regret my forgetfulness!



When Digital Files are Lost, This Turns Into…
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Hard copy documents can degrade gracefully—they can endure some tearing and rough handling, for example—digital files can become corrupted or lost in the blink of an eye.

And lost means this lovely picture…



…Something Like This
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… Can turn into this.

So lost in the digital world can mean really lost.  As in nearly impossible to get back.

Did you ever accidently delete an important file or have the hard disk on your computer fail?  That’s the same kind of risk that all our digital memories face.



We Can Preserve Digital Memories!
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Ok, now that I’ve scared you, here’s the good news:  there are some action you can take to ensure that your digital memories last.

The basic idea is active management of your digital memories.  

That means moving beyond the shoebox approach to address the vulnerabilities of digital files.

The key is vigilance, both now and continuing into the future.  



4 Tips For Personal Digital Archiving

Identify where you have digital files

Decide which files are most important

Organize the selected files

Make copies and store them in different 
places
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Here is the sequence of recommended steps for actively managing your digital memories.
Identify where you have digital files
Decide which files are most important
Organize the selected files
Make copies and store them in different places

I’ll go over each of these tips individually and talk about some good practices for putting them into action.

But first let me say something about the flexible intent behind these tips.




These Tips Apply to Different Kinds of 
Personal Digital Information

Photographs Email Records

Audio Video Websites
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We made the tips general enough to apply to different kinds of digital documents.

This means that we avoid extensive technical details about working with specific kinds of digital formats.

The focus is on things everyone can do to help their digital files last.



You Don’t Have to be an Expert!
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Our guidance is aimed at the non-expert.  

Computer technology can be intimidating and frustrating—so much so that it gets in the way of personal digital archiving.

So we have tried to keep things a simple as possible.

These tips are a starting point.  There are more technical details on our website for those who want to get deeper into things.




The Time & Effort is up to You
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People can be squeezed for time and reluctant to get into a project that requires a huge amount of effort.  That’s another barrier to personal digital archiving.

Our tips aim to provide positive results even if you only spend a little time applying them to your digital memories.

Of course, the more time you spend, the better your result will be.



Tip 1: Identify Where You Have Digital Files
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Tip one: Figure out where all your personal digital files are located.  

Many people have different devices with personal digital files: desktop computers, cameras, flash drives, CDs and laptops.  

You may also have files on the web such as blogs or social media sites.

When you identify all the many files that you have, you will be in a great position to make good decisions about how to manage them.




Good Practice: Think About Where Your Most 
Important Files Are 
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The best place to start this process is with the device or the location with the files that you immediately think of as significant.  

This might be a digital camera that has family pictures.

Or it could be the laptop that you use everyday.

The goal here is to find a place to get started.

This, for example, is my own phone with some of my favorite family pictures.  If I were just getting into saving my personal digital files, this is where I would begin.



Tip 2: Decide Which Files are Most Important
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After identifying your files, the next step is to pick the ones that are most important.  

We can have many hundreds of digital files on a single device, and many thousands in total.  Not all of them have the same emotional or informational value.  

By selecting the most important files, you can reduce the volume that you need to manage for the long term.  

Future users will also thank you for selecting the most meaningful items, rather than making them look though lots of clutter.

But, again, flexibility is the key.  



Selection Options

Pick a Few Files Pick Batches of 
Files

Pick Everything
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What you select and how you do it is your choice.

Just want to pick a few files to archive?  That’s fine.  You can always go back and pick more later.

A really good approach is to go through your files and save the best batches.

In strawberry terms: leave the bruised and less desirable items out!

Eager to keep everything?  That’s ok, too.  You can lump lots of files into your personal digital collection for preservation.  

That gives you (or someone else) the option of making more detailed selections in the future.



Good Practice: Weed Your Files
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It’s typical for most people to have lots of redundant information in their personal digital files.  Multiple copies of the same item (or nearly the same item) typically offer little information but can clutter up your collection.

How many different pictures of this tree would you need, for example?

The most useful selection practice is to weed out files of less value.

When doing this there are some technical considerations.  You will want to keep the most detailed and complete version of a file, as determined by factors such as image resolution and file format.  

We provide more detail about these issues on our website.



Tip 3: Organize What You Select
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The third step is to impart a meaningful organization to your personal digital collection.

The idea is to group your files into some kind of logical order to help others understand what the collection is about and to find individual items.

As with the previous steps, the benefits grow with the amount of effort put in.




Put Files into a Folder System
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The basic strategy is to create a hierarchical system of digital folders (also known as directories) on your computer.

Here’s an example.  The top level folder is “digital archive.”  Next are folders for documents, emails, photos and videos.  

Each of those category folders can have subcategories arranged by date, topic or some other method.  

The items you selected in the previous step can then be placed in the proper folder.



Good Practice: Describe Your Files
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It’s an excellent practice to describe individual files before or after placing them in a folder system.

This will help you—and more importantly, people after you—better understand what information the document contains, as well as make it easier to find.

The best thing to do to check to see that each file has a descriptive name and date associated with it.  Any additional details that you can provide—such as place, names, activity, why the file was created and so forth– are very useful.

Assigning this kind of metadata can be time-consuming.  But if you can do it the payoff is wonderful.



Good Practice: Have a Hard Copy File Inventory
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After you have developed you folder system for you personal digital collection, it is a good idea to print-out (or write down) a hard copy.  

This serves two purposes.  First, it is a quick way to remember what kinds of files you have and how they are organized.  

Second, it will be really useful for people in the future who are interested in the collection.  A hard copy kept with important papers will serve that purpose.  




Tip 4: Make Copies, Store in Different Places

Copy 1

Copy 2
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The fourth and final tip is to create at least one duplicate copy of your personal digital memories collection and to store it separately from the original.

You might have  your original “digital archive” folder system on your laptop or home computer.  You would then make a complete copy of the files and send the copy for safekeeping as far away from the original as you can.

For example, if you lived in Seattle you could send a CD-ROM copy of your collection to a relative in Washington, DC.  If there were a disaster that harmed your home computer, odds are that the CD copy would be safe.

We say that you should have at least one copy, but it is even better to have multiple copies.  Each extra copy increases the odds that your files will be usable in the future.

But what kind of storage method should you use?



Good Practice: Use Different Storage Tech for 
Individual Copies 
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There are multiple methods to copy and store digital files.  You can, for example, use “burnable” CD-ROMs or DVDs; external hard drives; USB flash drives; or even a “cloud” storage provider.

None of these methods rates as a “silver bullet” for long-term preservation and access.  Few storage devices can be trusted to work properly for more than 5 years—they all have a risk of losing or corrupting data over time.

Cloud storage is a viable option, but very few companies can promise to even exist much into the future, much less keep your files permanently.

To deal with this uncertainty, we recommend that you use different methods to store your copies.  One copy might be placed on an external hard drive, perhaps, while another could be kept in the cloud.

5, 10 or however many years into the future, one of those copies might be gone, but the other copy, stored differently, hopefully will still be there.



Good Practice: Store Copies with 
File Inventory 

+
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Remember the idea to create a hard copy file inventory?  You should also keep a copy of it with each copy of your digital collection.

A family member who discovers an old external hard drive (or CD-ROM, or whatever) is more likely to deal with it properly if they know what it holds.  

Somebody looking at one of your copies in the future can read the inventory and quickly learn what kind of information it holds.



Good Practice: Check Annually; Make New 
Copies Every 5 Years
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Here’s where “active management” really comes into play.  

You have done lots of hard work identifying, selecting, describing, and storing your collection.  But, to deal with the fragility of computer files and storage material, your work isn’t done.

You should check a few of your files in each of your copy sets every year to make sure they are still accessible.  If they aren’t, get rid of that one copy and make another.

To be on the safe side, we currently recommend making new copies on new storage media every five years.



Good Practice: Add New Files to Your Archive
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Another part of active management is periodically adding new items to your personal digital collection.  

You will want to update each of your preservation copies with new files.  You’ll also want to keep the file inventory current.



Tips Summary 

Identify where you have digital photos

Decide which photos are most important

Organize the selected photos

Make copies and store them in different 
places
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As we have seen, a personal digital collection is best thought of as dynamic and  actively managed.

Our four preservation tips reflect this.  They also aim to provide a flexible starting point for people to take charge of saving their digital memories.

As you follow this guidance, you probably will have more questions about how to deal with some particular kinds of digital materials.  

We have some additional resources that can help you…



Library of Congress Resources
• “Preserving Your Digital Memories” website: 

http://www.digitalpreservation.gov/you/

• Videos: http://www.digitalpreservation.gov/videos/

http://www.facebook/digitalpreservation

@ndiipp
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You can find more information on our website, which includes videos, podcasts and other educational resources.

We hope that you will “like” us on Facebook.  We’re very interested in engaging with people about personal digital archiving on Facebook, and are adding more resources all the time.

We are also on Twitter, and our tweets often focus on issues relating to personal digital archiving.  Follow us!

You contact us with your questions.  We will do our best to answer them.

http://www.digitalpreservation.gov/you/
http://www.digitalpreservation.gov/videos/


Hosted by ALCTS, the Association for Library Collections & Technical Services
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That’s it for the presentation. Thank you for your attention.

 I’m happy to take some questions now.
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